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New HYDE® Caulk Tools Demonstration
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA - Hyde Tools, Inc., has announced that the Caulk Away PRO™ will be demonstrated at
the National Hardware Show. Make it a point to stop by Booth S22824 too see for yourself how this innovative
collection of caulking tools performs.
The Caulk Away PRO™ easily removes old caulk using two sharp blades designed to reach into tight
channels and corners. The blades, which are replaceable, shave caulk clean from tile or window mullions,
leaving a clean surface ready for recaulking. The powder-coated metal tool wipes clean when you’re done.
The Caulk Rite PRO™ spreads a fresh bead of caulk quickly and easily. The end result is a professional
finish without messy residue or unprofessional edge marks. Like the Caulk Away PRO™, this tool has a sturdy
metal body with powder-coated finish. The user simply holds the tool at a 45º angle and drags it along the
caulking bead. Excess caulk collects on the inside of the tool and can be reapplied over any gaps in the bead. Its
working end is a flexible rubber pad designed to maintain only the optimum amount of caulk for the application
regardless of the corner’s radius. The pad, which is reversible and replaceable, helps users avoid contaminating
uncured caulk by using their fingers to spread it.
Hyde Tools also offers homeowner versions of both tools. Caulk Away™ and Caulk Rite™ homeowner
versions are made of polypropylene rather than metal and are intended for one-time use.
For more information on these tools, call 800-USA-HYDE.
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